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Abstract: This article presents the efficiency of using cascaded neural structures in the process
of detecting damage to electrical circuits in a squirrel cage induction motor (IM) supplied from
a frequency converter. The authors present the idea of a sequential connection of classic neural
structures to increase the efficiency of damage classification and detection presented by individual
neural structures, especially in the initial phase of single or multiple electrical failures. The easily
measurable axial flux signal is used as a source of diagnostic information. The developed cascaded
neural networks are implemented in the measurement and diagnostic software made in the LabVIEW
environment. The results of the experimental research on a 1.5 kW IM supplied by an industrial
frequency converter confirm the high efficiency of the use of the developed cascaded neural structures
in the detection of incipient stator and rotor winding faults, namely inter-turn stator winding short
circuits and broken rotor bars, as well as mixed failures in the entire range of changes of the load
torque and supply voltage frequency.

Keywords: fault detection; fault classification; cascaded neural networks; induction motor drive;
winding faults

1. Introduction

The ever-growing requirements regarding the quality of production and the efficiency and
reliability of industrial equipment make modern industrial systems increasingly complex. Therefore,
there is a growing interest in the reliability and diagnostics of the state and failure forecasting for
these systems.

Electric machines, in particular induction motors (IM), play an important role in the industry due
to their widespread use in propulsion systems. For this reason, the requirements for their reliable and
safe operation are constantly increasing [1].

It should be noted that damages to the electric windings of the stator and rotor of an induction
motor constitute nearly 50% of all damages encountered in practice [1,2]. Their special feature,
especially in the case of failure of the stator windings (~38%), is the avalanche propagation—from short
circuits in single turns, through phase short circuits to earth faults, resulting in total machine damage
and drive system downtime (and frequently the entire production line). Therefore, the timely detection
of the incipient winding damage is an extremely important issue from a technical point of view.

Analytical methods of fault detection require a thorough knowledge of the tested object. The role
of humans as experts results in extended analysis time, as well as a lack of automation of the detection
process. In order to limit the role of these human experts in fully automated diagnostic systems,
artificial intelligence (AI) methods, in particular artificial neural networks (ANN), are increasingly used.
Additionally, diagnostics systems for electric machines using neural networks (NN) are currently being
widely developed by many scientific centers. The main task of neural structures is the full automation
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of the technical condition assessment process of an electric motor. Neural networks provide diagnostic
information as a response to a given input vector and often complement analytical fault detection
methods. Among the neural structures most often used in the diagnostics of electrical machines,
the following deserve special attention:

- multilayer perceptron (MLP),
- self-organizing Kohonen maps (SOM),
- networks with radial activation functions (RBF),
- recursive neural networks (RNN),
- wavelet neural networks (WNN).

The most frequently used neural structure in the IM diagnostic processes is the multilayer
perceptron (MLP). This is due to its simple mathematical description, and thus easy hardware
implementation. However, to ensure proper damage detection, the correct selection of the NN
structure [3–6], teaching method [7,8], activation function [8], and network input vector [9] is required.
In most MLP network applications in IM diagnostic systems, the network training process is carried out
according to the Levenberg–Marquardt (L-M) algorithm [3,8,9] or the backward propagation algorithm
(BP) [4,6,8,10]. Despite the simple structure of the MLP network, it has a relatively long learning time.
In [8], the influence of the teaching method on the detection efficiency of IM electric and mechanical
faults was presented. The authors showed the possibility of using principal component analysis (PCA)
to reduce the number of neural connections in MLP networks. Ensuring that the optimal network
structure is associated with the appropriate selection of the number of neurons in each of the hidden
layers. An analytical approach to structure optimization was used in [4]. The authors presented the
effectiveness of selecting the number of hidden layer neurons based on the sizes of the input and output
vectors. In [5], the possibility of using a genetic algorithm (GA) to select the appropriate number of
neurons in individual layers was presented. Properly selected activation functions [8] and elements
of the input vector [6,9] can ensure high detection efficiency with a short time required for network
training. In [9], the authors presented the use of network information as an input vector from various
diagnostic signal analyses. The approach used in [9] resulted in a significant improvement in the
efficiency of the neural detector of motor damage.

Damage classifiers also play a very important role in diagnostic processes. The main representative
of neural damage classifiers is the Kohonen self-organizing network (SOM). Possible applications
of the SOM in the detection and classification of IM faults are presented in [8,11–16], among others.
The undoubted advantage of the Kohonen network is the relatively small size of the training vector
required to ensure a high efficiency level. SOM is characterized by its simple mathematical description,
as well as the short time of the training process, which resulted in the creation of numerous variations
of this structure. As in the case of the MLP, the efficiency of the SOM network in IM fault classification
is strongly dependent on the structure used. The impacts of the SOM network topology, neighborhood
function, as well as the scope of neighborhood, are discussed in [8,16]. In [12], the influence of the
number of neurons in the network output layer on the classification effectiveness of electrical rotor
faults in IM using SOM was presented.

In addition to the basic MLP and SOM structures discussed here, there is a great deal of interest
in the literature on neural networks with radial basis functions (RBF) [17–20]. The main difference
between MLP and RBF is the activation function used in the hidden layer. This difference influences
the task of the NN network. In the case of MLP, this is the approximation of the analyzed function,
while RBF performs a local approximation, taking into account the cluster of data around the central
point. In [18], the authors demonstrated the superiority of the RBF network over MLP in the process of
detecting damage to IM electrical circuits. The comparison of the two structures was possible due to the
use of the same number of neurons in individual layers, as well as the same learning and testing vector.

Recursive neural networks (RNNs) are also used in diagnostic processes. A characteristic feature
of these networks is the presence of feedback loops in their structure. The primary representatives of
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recursive networks used in the IM diagnostics are the Elman network (ENN) [21,22] and the recursive
Hopfield network (RHN) [23–25]. The recursive Hopfield network is characterized by associative
memory, thanks to which it is mainly used for pattern recognition [23]. The Elman network has a
simplified recursion model and is used in the processing of time series [21]. In the IM diagnostic
systems, the Elman network is more often used [21,22] due to the applied data processing method.
Nevertheless, the associative memory of the Hopfield network is widely used in error recognition
systems, e.g., electronic [23] or electromechanical [25] systems.

One previous work [26] presented a comparison of the effectiveness of three types of classic NN
structures—MLP, SOM, and RHN—when applied to early damage detection in the stator winding
and the IM rotor, based on the analysis of the axial flux signal induced in the measuring coil located
on the motor. The results of the effectiveness tests of three different structures of damage detectors,
developed using the mentioned NNs, were presented and it was shown that each of them presents
specific advantages and disadvantages. All of the analyzed NNs presented quite good results in
detection of separate stator or rotor winding faults, however the weakest results for fault detection and
classification were obtained in the case of the mixed IM electrical faults.

In the literature from the last 20 years, many hybridization structures for NNs were developed by
combining different soft computing paradigms, which offers benefits associated with the advantages
of the various techniques considered. These methods can be grouped into three classes:

– models—whereby mathematical models of NNs include various typological functions, creating
the so-called hybrid neural networks (HNNs), including serial connections of different
neural structures,

– algorithms—whereby the learning procedure uses traditional and heuristic methods,
– data—whereby NNs are obtained from heterogeneous data structures.

All these methods can be effective for a given problem and a set of databases, but none of the
methodologies can generally be assessed as the best for all applications [27].

HNNs have also been tested for IM fault detection and classification [28–32]. The first works
on the subject concerned the connection of a MLP network with fuzzy logic reasoning. Such a fuzzy
hybrid neural network (F-HNN), composed of two subnetworks connected in a cascade—the fuzzy
self-organizing layer performing the preclassification task and the following MLP working as the final
classifier—was used in [28] for IM bearing damage recognition. The problem of IM fault classification
using HNN was raised, among others, in [29–32].

In [29], a hybrid neural classifier of different IM faults is described, combining the auto-encoder
neural network (A-ENN) and the lattice vector quantization (LVQ) model. The A-ENN is used for
dimensionality reduction by projecting high-dimensional data into a 2D space. The LVQ model is used
for data visualization by forming and adapting the granularity of a data map. The mapped data are
employed to predict the target classes of new data samples. The presented results show that the hybrid
classifier is more effective in terms of classification accuracy for various IM fault conditions than a
classic MLP network. In [30], the authors presented a possible IM defect classification method based
on the response of the hybrid structure obtained via the combination of data classifiers and the idea of
decision trees operation.

Literature analysis shows that the HNN solutions used are mainly based either on direct analysis
of the network output vector using simple response evaluation algorithms or decision trees. However,
none of the publications shows the possibility of differentiating damages occurring simultaneously.
The use of a combination of several NN structures achieves a high effectiveness level in both deep
neural networks [31] and classic neural structures [32].

As stated above, damages to IM electric windings, in particular inter-turn short circuits, are
avalanche in nature, and therefore from a technical point of view their detection only makes sense at
the initial stage of their development. In addition, the symptoms of these damages strongly depend on
the supply voltage frequency and the motor load value. For example, when a motor is lightly loaded,
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it is extremely difficult to detect damage to the rotor cage. Moreover, the simultaneous occurrence of
these faults under light loads makes their classification and detection very difficult.

This article proposes the use of cascaded NN (CdNN) structures to assess their effectiveness
in the classification and determination of the level of IM electrical winding damages in their initial
stage. The specific CdNNs, which are composed of SOM and MLP networks, as well as SOM and
RHN, are presented. The efficiency of such extended structures of fault detectors for IM stator and
rotor windings in the detection of damage type and level is analyzed, both for single faults and mixed
damages. The fault symptoms obtained from a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the diagnostic signal
(voltage induced in the axial flux measuring coil, similarly to [6,26]) are used as the CdNNs’ input.

The novelty of the solution presented in this article results from the structures used, as well as the
method of signal transmission between individual CdNN members.

The article consists of six sections. After this introduction, the second section discusses the use of
the axial flux signal as a source of diagnostic information. The third section is devoted to discussing
selected classic neural structures in the detection of IM electrical circuit faults, especially in their initial
phase. The subsequent two sections present the idea and results of the experimental verification of
the developed cascaded neural structures (a specific type of the hybrid NNs). The article ends with a
discussion of the benefits obtained from the use of CdNN structures.

2. Efficiency Comparison of the Classic Neural Detectors of IM Winding Damages Based on the
Axial Flux Signal

2.1. Short Information on Diagnostic Signal Assessment Used for Winding Fault Detection of the
Induction Motor

In this work, one of the most commonly used signals in diagnostic techniques, namely the axial
flux, was used to train neural network (NN)-based detectors for IM winding damages. All electric
machines are characterized by the existence of certain asymmetries of electric or magnetic circuits,
mainly related to the inability to ensure ideal parameters in the production of machines and their use.
The effect of these inaccuracies is the existence of the stray flux (Figure 1), whose value depends on the
level of machine asymmetry. Due to the fact that the stray flux (axial or radial) finds its source in the
currents flowing through the motor windings, damage to electrical circuits will also be reflected in
this signal. Therefore, the interaction between the damage and the flux value allows the use of this
physical quantity to assess the defect degree in electric motors.
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Figure 1. External stray (axial) flux in a squirrel cage induction motor (a) and method of possible
placement used for the axial flux measuring coils (b).

In most applications, the technical condition assessment of the IM based on the axial flux signal
is carried out using the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the voltage induced in the measuring coils
(Figure 1b). Despite the high efficiency of fault detection, FFT requires signal stationarity as well as a
relatively long measurement time. The measurement time plays a key role in the case of stator winding
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short circuits characterized by extremely fast damage progression. This aspect will be discussed in
more detail later in this article.

The analysis of the axial flux spectrum consists of observing the amplitudes of the spectral
components with frequency characteristics for individual defects. The assessment of the damage
degree will depend on the trend of changes in the amplitude values of individual harmonic components,
which were described, among others, in [6,26]:

- for stator winding short-circuits, these are harmonics with frequencies (fsh, where subindex sh
stands for shorted-turns harmonics) that depend on the supply voltage frequency, fs, and the
motor slip, s:

fsh = fs

(
m± k

(1− s)
pp

)
, (1)

– for damage to the rotor cage, harmonic frequencies (fbb, where subindex bb stands for broken
rotor bar harmonics) appear in the axial flux spectrum associated with the asymmetry of the
currents (Equations (2) and (3)), as well as with changes in the local field rotating at the rotor
speed (Equation (4)):

fbb1 = ms fs, (2)

fbb2 = fs(1± 2ks), (3)

fbb3 = k fr ±ms fs, (4)

where fr is the rotational frequency; pp is the number of pole pairs; and m = 1, 3, 5, . . . , 2pp–1, k = 1, 2,
3 . . . .

The presented spectra allow precisely observation of how the inter-turn short circuits (Figure 2a)
and the cracks of the rotor cage bars (Figure 2b) influence the axial flux signal. The selection of the
symptoms of rotor and stator defects is in most cases the result of an analysis of the trend of the
amplitude values of the spectrum components in connection with the occurrence of damage. In order
to specify the degree of damage to the IM stator and the rotor windings, the following notation was
used in this work: Nsh is the number of shorted turns of stator winding, Nbb is the number of broken
rotor cage bars, TL is the load torque, and TLN is the rated load torque.

The amplitudes of selected harmonics of the voltage induced by the axial flux in the measuring
coil are the input signals of the designed neural fault detectors. In the presented studies, the signal
spectra in decibels are marked as |ufp|dB, where fp is the specific frequency of the spectrum component.
The advantages of using the axial flux signal in the diagnostic processes are the non-invasive
measurement, low cost of the measuring system, as well as the high sensitivity of this signal to field
asymmetries, which occur during the analyzed winding damages.

The axial flow spectra were obtained from measurements taken on a specially prepared IM test
stand, where it was possible to physically model stator winding defects (inter-turn short circuits)
or rotor cage damages (broken bars in replaceable rotors). A general view of the test stand and the
physical modeling method of stator and rotor winding damages is shown in Figure 3.

The 1.5 kW motor was powered from the frequency converter and operated in an open scalar
control loop in the frequency range of fs = 20–50 Hz, with load torques in the range of (0–1) TLN.
The motor nominal data are shown in Table A1 in the Appendix A. The tested IM was loaded by means
of a mechanically coupled DC machine. The axial flux measurement system (coil placed on the outer
surface of the motor casing, coaxial with the shaft) enabled the diagnostic signal analysis for various
machine operating conditions.
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Figure 2. The effect of IM electrical circuit defects on the spectrum of the voltage induced in a measuring
coil by an axial flux. Axial flux spectrum: (a) for an undamaged motor (Nsh = 0) and with 5 shorted
turns in phase A (Nsh = 5), fs = 50Hz, TL=0.2 TLN; (b) for an undamaged motor (Nbb = 0) and with
3 broken rotor cage bars (Nbb = 3), fs = 50Hz, TL=0.8 TLN.
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Figure 3. Experimental setup: (a) general scheme of the setup; (b) components of the real experimental
drive system; (c) illustration of the physical modeling of the stator and rotor faults, including connection
of the stator winding for inter-turn short-circuit modeling and broken bar modeling in a squirrel
cage rotor.
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The test stand enabled physical modeling of the stator winding short circuits and rotor damage
(replaceable squirrel cage rotors with different numbers of damaged bars). The tests were conducted
for various stator and rotor faults, as well as for mixed faults:

– 0–6 shorted turns in one stator winding phase,
– 0–3 broken rotor bars.

Based on the conducted tests, samples used in the process of learning and testing the studied neural
structures in the Matlab environment [33] were collected. NN detectors were then implemented in the
National Instruments LabVIEW environment (Austin, Texas, USA) using the matrices of weighting
factors obtained after the learning and testing process.

2.2. Characteristics of Classic NN Efficiency in IM Winding Fault Detection

This section, based on the work of [11,26] and additional analyses carried out for the purposes of
this article, presents the basic advantages and disadvantages of three types of neural structures—SOM,
MLP, and RHN–when applied in the detection and classification of damages to the electric windings of
an IM fed from a frequency converter.

The symptoms of the stator and rotor faults in the form of magnitudes of the axial flux spectrum
were selected as elements of input vectors of the analyzed NNs. As was mentioned previously,
the selection of these symptoms is in most cases the result of an analysis of the trend of the amplitude
values of the spectrum components in connection with the occurrence of damage. Therefore, it is an
empirical approach that requires observation of the influence of the information used on the accuracy
of the NN. Moreover, the amount of input information (size of the input vector) is directly related to the
type of neural network constituting the decision part of the IM fault detector. In order to describe the
effectiveness of neural structures, indices ηd and ηc were determined, which describe the effectiveness
of damage detection and classification, respectively.

ηd =
XP

XF + XU
, (5)

ηc =
1

Nc

Nc∑
i=1

XPi
Xi

, (6)

where XP is the number of positive (correct) neural network responses (faulty or unfaulty motor state),
XF is the number of faulty states, XU is the number of unfaulty states, Nc is the number of considered
fault categories (stator faults—Nc = 7; rotor faults—Nc = 4; mixed faults—Nc = 28), XPi is the number
of positive (correct) responses for the considered fault categories, and Xi is the number of cases in
each category.

2.2.1. Self-Organizing Kohonen Network SOM

The first of the classic NN structures analyzed was the self-organizing Kohonen network belonging
to data classifiers. Table 1 presents a summary of the results of the experimental research on the
use of SOM as the neural fault detector of IM electrical circuits. The input vector of the network
contained the amplitudes of the harmonics of the axial flux spectrum at frequencies fs and 3sfs.
In the network training process, data from 125 measurements of the diagnostic signal were used
(25 measurements for undamaged motor, 25 measurements for stator inter-turn short circuits (from 1
to 6 turns), 25 measurements for each damaged rotor (with 1–3 broken bars)). The training vector did
not contain samples for the mixed damage case. The “winner takes most” (WTM) training method
was used in the learning procedure. The input vector used during the testing process of the SOM
network was developed based on data from 110 samples, which was different from those used during
the network training procedure, which also contained mixed fault types.
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Table 1. Effectiveness of the IM winding fault detection and classification using SOM.

Type of Damage Detection Effectiveness Classification Effectiveness

Stator winding faults ≈93% ≈70%
Rotor winding faults ≈95% ≈93%

Mixed faults ≈70% -
No fault ≈96% -

Very good damage type detection efficiency was obtained for SOM networks, while the responses
were less precise regarding the damage level, especially for stator winding inter-turn short circuits.
Similarly poor results were obtained in the case of the mixed damage analysis (Table 1).

2.2.2. Multilayer Perceptron (MLP)

The next analyzed neural structure was a feedforward multilayer perceptron (MLP), the most
often used NN in diagnostic procedures. The implementation of an MLP network in the detection and
classification of stator and rotor faults began with the analysis of the impact of the MLP structure on the
efficiency of such a fault detector. The best results were obtained for NN with {3–12–8–2}, with 3 inputs
and 12 and 8 neurons (with sigmoidal activation functions) in the hidden layers, respectively. The input
vector contained the amplitudes of the three harmonics of the axial flux spectrum with frequencies fs,
sfs, and 3sfs. In total, 300 samples obtained for different frequencies of the motor supply voltage and
different load torque conditions were used for network training. The measurement data not used in
the learning procedure of the MLP–based detector (280 samples) were used to test the network. When
developing MLP fault detectors, particular attention was paid to the effectiveness of detecting both
single and mixed motor winding faults. The results regarding the effectiveness of the developed MLP
detector in the case of various types of winding damage are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Effectiveness of the IM winding fault detection and classification using MLP.

Type of Damage Detection Effectiveness Classification Effectiveness

Stator winding faults ≈100% ≈99.5%
Rotor winding faults ≈100% ≈87.3%

Mixed faults ≈93% ≈85.3%
No fault ≈98.9% -

2.2.3. Recursive Hopfield Network (RHN)

The other NN tested in the task of IM winding fault detection and classification was the recursive
Hopfield network (RHN). The training procedure was conducted with the training vector obtained on
the basis of 200 measurements. As the RHN network requires more inputs than MLP or SOM, nine
amplitudes of the harmonics of the axial flux spectrum at the following frequencies were used as the
training vector elements: fs, fs + 2fr, 3fs − 2fr, 5fs + 3fr, fs − 4sfs, sfs, 3fr + sfs, 5fr − sfs. The learning
procedure for the Hopfield network consisted of determining the values of the weight and bias
matrices. The verification of the weight selection correctness was carried out in accordance with the
pseudo-inversion principle by providing the training vector to the input of the network. The results of
the experimental verification are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Effectiveness of the IM winding fault detection and classification using RHN.

Type of Damage Detection Effectiveness Classification Effectiveness

Stator winding faults ≈70% ≈61%
Rotor winding faults ≈90% ≈87%

Mixed faults - -
No fault ≈80% -
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2.3. Comparison of the Winding Fault Detectors Based on the Classic Neural Networks

Based on the detailed analysis carried out in [11,26] and the results presented above, the following
conclusions can be formulated regarding the disadvantages and advantages of NN damage detectors
of IM windings based on the neural networks (Table 4).

Table 4. Comparison of the winding fault detectors based on classic NN.

Advantages Disadvantages

SOM

• small amount of learning data
ensuring high efficiency
of classification

• possibility to isolate map areas for
rotor damages at load torques
TL < 0.1TLN

• simple hardware implementation
(easy mathematical notation)

• no gradation of stator damage
• difficulty in assessing the degree of damage

(overlapping boundaries of areas covering
individual damages)

• inability to assess mixed damages
• difficulties in automating the

detection process

MLP

• high efficiency of damage grading
• small size of the input vector
• simple hardware implementation

(simple mathematical description)

• long learning process
• impossibility of rotor damage detection at

TL < 0.1TLN
• need for application of 2 hidden layers due

to mixed faults

RHN

• ability to remember multiple
samples (building objects)

• very fast network learning process
• simple hardware implementation

(simple mathematical description)

• no resistance to measuring disturbances
• sensitivity to object changes
• strong dependence of the detection

efficiency on the base vector
• inability to assess mixed damages
• detection efficiency strongly depends on the

number of network inputs
• disturbances of one variable cause

diagnostic information falsification

Due to the abovementioned disadvantages of the analyzed classic NN structures, an attempt was
made to use their advantages and eliminate the disadvantages by connecting selected networks into
hybrid (cascaded) structures, which will be described in the next section.

3. Cascaded Neural Structures and Their Efficiency

3.1. Development of CdNN Input Vectors

Based on the conclusions presented in the previous section, the CdNN structures were developed
(i.e., networks constituting a cascade connection of SOM and MLP (SOM-MLP), as well as SOM and
RHN (SOM-RHN)), which are presented in Figure 4. The selected amplitudes of the axial flux spectrum
at characteristic frequencies, determined in accordance with Equations (1)–(4), which are the symptoms
of damage to the stator and rotor windings of the IM, were used as the components of the input vector
of the supervising SOM structure (10 × 10). The WTM method was chosen to train this network.

The idea of the developed structure of the proposed CdNN consists of the replacement of the
usually used information about the number of winning neurons of the supervising SOM network by
the distance matrix between the input vector and all SOM neurons:

dE(xi, wi j) = ‖xi −wi j‖ =

√√√√ N∑
j=1

(
xi −wi j

)2
. (7)
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In Figure 5, a schematic diagram of an intermediate block of the developed CdNN structures
is presented.
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Figure 5. Transformation of the SOM outputs into input vectors for the subordinate network in the
cascaded neural network (CdNN) structure.

The processing of the SOM output information was carried out in 4 steps:

(1) Replacement of the information about the winning neuron number with an Euclidean measure of
the distance between the network input and all SOM neurons;

(2) Recording of the Euclidean distance measure in the form of a matrix with dimensions equal to
the size of the selected Kohonen map (in this case (10 × 10));

(3) Conversion of the matrix (10 × 10) to the vector (1 × 100);
(4) Vector normalization for subordinate networks (MLP inputs = [0,1], RHN inputs = [−1,1]).
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The parameters of the SOM network and its training process are compiled in Table 5.

Table 5. Parameters of the SOM network and its training process.

Name of Parameter Value of Parameter

Training Vector Size 240
Test Vector Size 240

Number of Fault Categories 20
Neural Network Inputs |ufs|dB, |ufs+fr|dB, |u3fs-3fr|dB, |u3sfs|dB

Training Methods WTM (Winner Takes Most)
Neural Network Structure 10 × 10

Number of Training Epochs 10,000
Neural Network Topology Hexagonal

Neighborhood Function Gaussian
Initial Neighborhood Radius 10

Initial Learning Rate 0.7

3.2. Results of Supervising SOM Training

During the learning process, the Gaussian neighborhood function and initial neighborhood range
equal to the size of the Kohonen map were adopted. As a result, the network response to learning
data was characterized by a smooth transition between map areas characteristic of individual motor
failures. Figure 6 shows the learning process of the designed SOM network. The network learning
time was very short; for 10,000 epochs, it was 300 s.
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The SOM network responses to a test vector containing samples corresponding to both stator
and rotor faults, as well as mixed damages, including very low load torque conditions, are shown in
Figure 7. Particularly in the latter case, the detection of the rotor damage is usually very difficult [9–12].
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4. Efficiency Analysis of the Cascaded Network SOM–MLP

4.1. Structure and Training Results of Subordinate MLP Network

The SOM network output signals were used to train the MLP network, which was to be the second
and subordinate part of this specific hybrid network. The parameters of the developed MLP network
are shown in Table 6.

During the training, the Levenberg–Marquardt method was used with an initial learning factor
of 0.5. The influence of the number of neurons in the hidden layer on the detection effectiveness of
the degree of stator and rotor winding damage by the MLP network is analyzed and presented in
Figure 8. As a result of these studies, 21 neurons in the hidden layer of MLP were adopted for the final
implementation of this CdNN.
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Table 6. Parameters of the MLP network and training process.

Name of Parameter Value of Parameter

Training Vector Size 240
Test Vector Size 240

Number of Fault Categories 20
Neural Network Inputs Euclidean distance

Training Methods Levenberg-Marquardt
Activation Function Hyperbolic Tangent

Number of Training Epochs 350
Number of Hidden Layers 1 (21 neurons)

Input Vector Size 100
Output Vector Size 2

Initial Learning Rate 0.5
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4.2. Experimental Verification of the Cascade Network SOM–MLP

The IM winding fault detection system using the SOM–MLP neural structure was designed to
classify the damages and assess their degree. The developed CdNN was implemented on the test
stand described in Section 2 using software made in the LabVIEW environment. The experimental
verification included the following types of tests:

– efficiency assessment of the SOM–MLP network in the determination of the degree of stator
winding damage,

– efficiency assessment of the SOM–MLP network in the determination of the degree of damage to
the rotor winding,

– efficiency assessment of the SOM–MLP network in the determination of the degree of
mixed damage,

– efficiency assessment of the SOM–MLP network in the determination of the degree of damage to
the rotor winding at no load.

Figures 9 and 10 show the CdNN responses to a given input vector, whose elements were
the amplitudes of the harmonics of the axial flux spectrum at frequencies: fs, fs+fr, 3fs −3fr, 3sfs.
The developed CdNN has very high efficiency values for detecting and classifying stator defects of
98.6% and 88.7%, respectively, as shown in Figure 9a. A few NN errors in this task may occur due
to similar quantitative changes in the diagnostic signal in the case of short circuits with 4–6 turns of
the stator. In the case of the rotor fault detection (Figure 9b), the developed system provided false
information about the condition of the rotor bars only once. Considering the fact that the main task of
the diagnostic system is to detect damage at the earliest possible stage, the effectiveness of CdNN is
close to 99.6%.
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Figure 10 shows the most important features of the developed CdNN network, namely the ability
to classify mixed faults in the case of different IM operating conditions (Figure 10a) and the high
precision of rotor damage detection in the absence of the load torque, i.e., for the motor slip close to
zero (Figure 10b).

The results presented in Figure 10a show that the developed CdNN structure allows the correct
recognition of the technical condition of the stator and rotor windings, even during simultaneous
damage. The difficulty in carrying out this type of task is related to relationships between the damage
symptoms, which are hard to determine and yet are characteristic of the discussed winding faults
during IM operation in the whole range of changes of the load torque and the frequency of the supply
voltage. This fact results directly from the relationships describing the axial flux spectrum frequencies
characteristic of rotor and stator winding damages (Equations (1)–(4)).

Particularly noteworthy are the results shown in Figure 10b, due to the fact that when the motor
is idling, the components of the axial flux spectrum characteristic of the incipient rotor fault coincide
with those for the motor without damage in the rotor (Equation (3)). However, in the case of the
developed CdNN, an efficiency result for rotor failure detection of the load torque TL≈0 of close to 90%
was obtained, which is a very good result compared to the effectiveness of a single SOM network or
MLP network, as shown in Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 and in [25].

By analyzing the accuracy of the hybrid structure’s response to the damaged/undamaged question,
the developed CdNN provided correct information in more than 98% of cases.

5. Efficiency Analysis of the Cascaded Network SOM–RHN

5.1. Structure and Training Results of Subordinate RHN

The second of the developed CdNNs was a combination of a self-organizing Kohonen network and
a recursive Hopfield network. In order to compare the developed CdNN structures, the experimental
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verification of the SOM–RHN network was carried out in a manner analogous to SOM–MLP, which
included the following types of tests:

– efficiency assessment of the SOM–RHN network in the determination of the degree of stator
winding damage,

– efficiency assessment of the SOM–RHN network in the determination of the degree of damage to
the rotor winding,

– efficiency assessment of the SOM–RHN network in the determination of the degree of
mixed damage,

– accuracy assessment of the SOM–RHN network in the determination of the degree of damage to
the rotor winding at no load.

The parameters of the developed RHN network are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Parameters of the RHN network and training process.

Name of Parameter Value of Parameter

Training Vector Size 240
Test Vector Size 240

Number of Fault Categories 20
Neural Network Inputs Euclidean distance

Training method ∆ projection method
Activation Function Linear

Input Vector Size 100
Output Vector Size 100

Initial Learning Rate 0.7

5.2. Experimental Verification of the SOM–RHN Cascade Network

The results of the experimental verification of the developed SOM–RHN structure are shown
in Figures 11 and 12. By analyzing the received CdNN responses to the given test vectors, it was
noted that the SOM–RHN structure was characterized by lower detection (97.2%) and classification
(80.3%) of the stator winding damage (Figure 11a) compared to the structure of SOM–MLP. In addition,
incorrect network responses appear more randomly, making it more difficult to determine their sources.
Nevertheless, the extension of RHN to the precedent SOM network enables a significant improvement
in fault detection and classification ability in comparison to a single RHN structure (Table 3).

The developed SOM–RHN structure is also characterized by the high efficiency of detection
(100%) and classification (91.5%) of defects in the rotor cage bars. CdNN provided incorrect diagnostic
information only in the event of damage to 3 rotor cage bars. This fact is not a diagnostic limitation
due to the high efficiency of the SOM–RHN structure in the initial stages of rotor damage, which can
be seen in Figure 11b.
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The last stage of the experimental verification of the developed structure included the detection
and classification of mixed failures (Figure 12a) and rotor defects during no load operation of the tested
machine (Figure 12b). This stage of research was a key indicator of the quality of the cascade structure
developed. This fact is related to the total lack of ability of individual SOM and RHN networks to
recognize mixed damages. In connection with the above, the improvement of the effectiveness of
detection and classification of mixed damages determines the validity of using hybrid solutions in
electrical winding fault detection and classification of IM.
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During the analysis of the results presented in Figure 12a, it was observed that the efficiency of
the mixed damage classification was about 75%, which compared to the inability to assess this type of
damage by a single RHN (Table 3) is a significant improvement. It should be noted here that when
modeling mixed damages, 4–6 shorted turns were used. Possible errors of the NN could, therefore,
result from quantitatively similar changes in the diagnostic signal in the case of these damages.

Figure 12b shows the response of the developed cascade neural structure in the case of damage to
the rotor cage bars when the motor is running without load torque. Difficulties in recognizing this type
of damage result from the analysis of the diagnostic signal, as mentioned in Section 4.2. Nevertheless,
the SOM–RHN network provided the correct answer in more than 81.6% of cases.

6. Results

The use of cascaded structures of neural networks in the form of a classifier (SOM) and data
analyzer (MLP or RHN) for the classification and detection of IM winding fault levels, in particular
in their initial phase (incipient fault analysis), enabled the elimination of the basic disadvantages of
individual single NNs used for such tasks.

Kohonen’s self-organizing SOM network eliminated the following disadvantages:

– no gradation of stator damage,
– difficulty in assessing the degree of damages (area boundaries),
– difficulty of automating the detection process,
– impossibility to assess mixed damages.

In the case of MLP networks, it eliminated:

– long learning process,
– impossibility of the detection of rotor bar damages at TL < 0.1 TLN,
– need for 2 hidden layers due to mixed damage.

By contrast, for the recursive Hopfield network the following disadvantages were eliminated:

– lack of robustness to measuring disturbances,
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– strong dependence of the detection efficiency on the base vector,
– lack of resistance to object changes,
– inability to assess mixed damages,
– strong dependence of the detection efficiency on the number of network inputs.

It can be summarized that the main improvements to the effectiveness of detection and classification
of mixed damages (including initial fault levels), as well as the possibility of the detection of rotor bar
damages at TL < 0.1TLN, determine the validity of using hybrid solutions in electrical winding fault
detection and classification of IM, especially for the SOM–MLP combination structures.

During the experimental verification of the implemented cascade neural networks, it was observed
that the effectiveness of the final assessment of the technical condition of the machine depends mainly
on the self-organizing Kohonen network. In the presented application, the SOM performs the function
of a diagnostic information generator, indirectly providing information on the current state of the
tested machine (type of damage, degree of damage). In connection with the above, the SOM, which is
the superior element of the CdNN, gives the NN the ability to recognize damage, as well as assesses the
network resistance to the interference occurring during the measurement, processing, and transmission
of diagnostic information. The task of the second and subordinate CdNN module is to correctly read
the information stored in the form of a vector of the Euclidean measures of distance between the input
vector and SOM neurons. Therefore, when designing cascade-based neural damage detectors, special
attention should be paid to the correct selection of the structure and parameters of the training process
of the self-organizing Kohonen network.

The main features of the proposed CdNNs are summarized in the following Table 8.

Table 8. Evaluation of the developed CdNN-based IM winding fault detectors.

Evaluation Categories SOM + MLP SOM + RHN

Effectiveness of early detection of electrical damages HIGH HIGH
Effectiveness of the stator damages level assessment HIGH MEDIUM
Effectiveness of the rotor damages level assessment HIGH HIGH

Effectiveness of the mixed damages level assessment HIGH MEDIUM
Effectiveness of the detection of rotor bar damages at TL < 0.1 TLN HIGH HIGH

Effectiveness of the rotor bar damage level assessment at TL < 0.1 TLN MEDIUM LOW
Fully automated diagnostic process YES YES

Influence of the size of the training vector on the system accuracy SMALL LARGE
Selection of the neural network structure EASY EASY

Selection of the neural network learning parameters DIFFICULT EASY
Learning process time MEDIUM SHORT
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Appendix A

Table A1. Rated parameters of the tested induction motor.

Name of the Parameter Symbol Units

Power PN 1500 [W]
Torque TN 10.16 [Nm]
Speed nN 1410 [r/min]

Stator phase voltage UsN 230 [V]
Stator current IsN 3.5 [A]

Frequency fsN 50 [Hz]
Pole pairs number pp 2 [-]

Number of rotor bars Nrb 26 [-]
Number of stator turns in each phase Nst 312 [-]
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